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“It’s a pleasure to please you.”

New Transitions® Vantage™ Lenses with
Variable Polarization Generating Excitement
Among Robertson Optical Customers
Transitions Optical, Inc. recently launched the latest
breakthrough in adaptive lens technology – variable
polarization. Transitions® Vantage™ lenses are the first and
only lenses designed to both darken and polarize upon UV
exposure to deliver noticeably crisper, sharper vision, even in
the brightest outdoor glare, according to its manufacturers.
“The new Transitions Vantage lenses are generating
excitement among Robertson Optical customers and ECPs
throughout the industry, along with substantial interest by
patients,” said
Erin Michelloti,
territorial manager
of Transitions
Optical, Inc.

From left, Archie Marcotte, sales
representative of Robertson Optical
Laboratories of Atlanta, GA, explains
the amazing benefits of the new
Transitions® Vantage™ lenses to
Robertson customers Christen
Wannamaker, optician, and Lisa
Stonebraker, optician, of Optique at
West Paces in Atlanta.

Now available!

Cozē™ ADL Transitions Vantage
&
Shamir Autograph® II
Transitions Vantage

Transitions
Vantage lenses
are everyday
photochromic
lenses that start
out virtually
clear and nonpolarized indoors;
outdoors they
not only adapt
to changing light
but also increase
polarization as
they darken,
optimizing the
angle at which
light reaches
the eyes to help
control glare and
light scatter.

Until now,
polarization only
existed primarily
as a fixed film
And other Transitions Vantage lenses
in sun lenses.
Transitions
Vantage lenses
employ a new
technology
different than current photochromics and polarization. While
current photochromic molecules darken in random patterns,
creating an even tint, the photochromic dyes in Transitions
Vantage lenses not only darken, but also align to create
polarization. This means that Transitions Vantage lenses will
have a variable level of polarization efficiency depending on
the amount of UV exposure – the darker the lens, the more

polarization efficiency there is. The lighter the lens,
the less polarization there will be.
“Variable polarization is what’s next in a history of
firsts that Transitions has brought to the industry,”
explained John Ligas, director research and
development of Transitions Optical, Inc. “In the
past, the only photochromic variable was clear to
dark. Transitions Vantage lenses not only break
the paradigm that tint is the only photochromic
variable, but they also challenge conventional
thinking that a clear lens can’t become polarized
and a polarized lens can’t become clear. We’re quite
literally making the impossible possible.”
Transitions Vantage Lenses: Exploring the
Possibilities
Transitions Vantage lenses are a part of an everyday
product offering – meant to be worn indoors and
outdoors – which is complemented by a full line of
performance sunwear products.
With added anti-reflective (AR) coating, Transitions
Vantage lenses become the only everyday lenses
available that help to manage all four types of glare.
Product Availability and Support
Transitions Vantage lenses can be ordered,
exclusively in grey, by contacting Robertson Optical.
Also, ECPs are able to sign up to receive free
support materials after completing an online quiz at
www.TransitionsVantage.com. n

Simulation

Ordinary clear lenses

Transitions Vantage lenses

Transitions® Vantage™ lenses offered by all
Robertson Optical labs are the first and only
lenses designed to both darken and polarize
upon UV exposure to deliver noticeably
crisper, sharper vision, even in the brightest
outdoor glare.

In Memory and Honor of Cliff Wiggins
George Clifton “Cliff ” Wiggins, former vice president and co-owner of
Robertson Optical Laboratories of Greenville, SC, passed away April 9.
Cliff served Robertson Optical for 40 years.
“Through the years, several Robertson Optical officers expressed that Cliff
was a wonderful man with tremendous optical knowledge and excellent sales
abilities,” said Calvin Robertson, co-owner of Robertson Optical. “Everyone
admired Cliff and his successful operation in Greenville.”
Cliff was a Shriner and member of the Walden Lodge in Taylors, SC. He
was an avid fisherman and enjoyed spending time at his home in Oak Island,
NC. He is survived by his wife Deane Wiggins, daughter and son-in-law
Sandra and Bill James, 4 grandchildren and 5 great-grandchildren.

CHAIR TIME
Lens education tips for the eye care
physician to provide patients
while in the exam chair
Because patients’ attention to eye care
information tends to be the highest while
they are in the exam chair, Robertson Optical
encourages optometrists and ophthalmologists
to provide lens education to their patients during this time.
As a result, Robertson believes ECPs will experience practice
growth, increased optical sales, and most importantly, satisfied
patients. This is the Lens Leader’s fifth series of “Chair Time”,
offering lens education tips by Robertson opticians, managers
and sales representatives.

For the Eye Care Doctor:
Staying High-Tech in Patient Care
Means Staying High Tech as an Optical
Provider, Too
Just as most eye care doctors try to provide their patients
with optimal eye care by using the most state-of- the-art
lane equipment for eye exams and refractions, they should
also stay on the forefront of optical care for their patients by
recommending and ordering the most state-of-the-art lenses
from the highest technological labs. This should be part of the
patient’s total eye care and education provided by the doctor.
“The exam room is the most critical part of a doctor’s office,
the one room where a patient’s eye health and vision are
determined,” says Larry Patton, sales manager of Robertson
Optical of Columbia, SC. “In some offices, doctors have
decided that the exam room is where they want to concentrate
their efforts for the best vision care, maybe not realizing that
an integral part of their patients’ overall care includes offering
them the latest and best quality of lenses, such as highdefinition digital freeform, aspheric, anti-reflective products
and high-index materials.”
Dan Floyd, sales representative of Robertson of Atlanta, GA,
adds, “Doctors need to ask themselves this question when
considering the quality of lenses they are putting on their
patients: ‘Would I put these same lenses on my child, mother or
father?’ ”
Floyd asks, “Who wants to see ‘almost best’?” He says patients
visit the doctor because they want the best vision possible;
therefore, the best eye glasses possible.
Patton explains why high-definition digital free-form lenses
are the perfect example of a higher quality of lenses that
doctors should offer, stating, “These lenses provide patients
with wider fields of vision than conventional lenses, along with
exact power and measurement specifications. Aberrations and
distortions are virtually non-existent. Edge-to-edge clarity
and instant adaptation are what patients experience with these
lenses; therefore, they see better, are more satisfied and remain
loyal to their doctors.”
Greg Griffith, ABO-certified optician of Robertson Optical of
Greenville’s finishing department, says, “Many doctors tend
to stick to lens designs that have worked well for them in the
past, so are resistant to change. However, if they partner with
Robertson, they will be kept abreast of the lens innovations in
the market that allow each patient to achieve the best possible
vision, thus a better quality of life.”
Doctors can also stay up-to-date in their optical care by having
in-office staff training provided by lab representatives, taking
tours of labs, and meeting regularly with lab representatives.
Robertson labs offer in-office staff training on free-form
technology, anti-reflective lenses and more. “We also invite
our customers to take tours of our laboratories to experience
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PhotoFusion® by ZEISS
Fast dark. Fast Clear.

Eyeglasses that adjust to any light condition – full
sunlight, indoor lighting and everything in between.
Introducing PhotoFusion® by ZEISS, selftinting lenses that do it all – and do it fast.

SEIKO
Surmount &
Surmount Ws

Chair Time (continued from the front)
You’ve been waiting
for what’s next.
And you won’t
believe your eyes.

first-hand the many steps involved in
fabricating the latest lenses,” adds Scotty
Scott, vice president of Robertson
Optical of Columbia, SC.

©2012 Carl Zeiss Vision International GmbH. PhotoFusion is a registered trademark of Carl Zeiss Vision Int’l GmbH.
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At Transitions Optical, the impossible is never off limits.
See more at TransitionsVantage.com
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Trust the brand your patients trust.
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The First, Best
& Future of
Free-Form

Patients prefer KODAK Lenses 56% more*
*Wearer Study conducted at the University of Arkansas
TM: Kodak. Used under license.
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n Robertson Optical
of Columbia, SC was
recognized by Signet
Armorlite for being in the
top 3 laboratories in
the country for growth
in sales of KODAK Transitions® lenses
for the Winter quarter 2012.
n Robertson Optical’s own privately-labeled brand of digitally surfaced
free-form progressive lenses, Cozē™, is continuing to make a big
hit among ECPs nationwide. These personalized, progressive lenses will
exceed the performance of conventional premium
progressives and at a lower price.
Cozē Soft is for first time wearer and features
a wide stable intermediate and near, and is
recommended for low-to-medium add powers.

Trays for sale
Call Robertson Optical of Atlanta
(Loganville, GA)
770-554-3000 or 800-929-2765
Dac Vision 12x7x2
Multiple colors available,
barcoded on three sides.

“One of the best ways for doctors to stay
informed of the most recent lenses is
through their lab representatives,” says
Archie Marcotte, sales representative
of Robertson of Atlanta. “By meeting
regularly with us, they will gain a better
understanding of how the newest
products and technology can help them
provide the best possible eye care.”
In addition, many of Robertson’s newer
lens products are described on its Web
site: www.robertsonoptical.com n

Cozē HDW is for seasoned progressive wearers, features wide distance for visually demanding
users, and recommended for adds 2.00 and above; Cozē SV features an atoric digital back
curve that improves any patient’s vision by creating clearer vision in every direction that is not
obtainable with standard single vision lenses; Cozē ADL compensates the Rx for the patient’s
unique frame angle, tilt, wrap and vertex; and Cozē Wrap is designed for wrap frames, enabling
precise edge-to-edge optimal vision.
n Robertson Optical now has this QR code for all Smart phone and some cell phone
users! ECPs are able to use these phones to scan the code, which will immediately link them to
Robertson Optical’s newly designed Web site. The site includes updates on the latest lenses,
products and news of Robertson. For instructions on how to download apps to scan QR codes,
visit this link: www.5min.com/Video/How-to-Use-QR-Codes-268834323.

Try it!

Hear Us Smile!
Robertson Optical customer service representatives believe ECPs will “hear them smiling” when they call to order lenses through
Robertson labs. As part of their enthusiasm about the “Hear Us Smile” campaign, Robertson Optical of Atlanta, GA employees
recently decorated these squeezies with smiley faces in a variety of clever and creative ways (pictured at right). Robertson Optical
of Greenville, SC customers joined the excitement by decorating them as part of the “Hear Us Smile” customer contest (see
contestants in left picture below). The grand prize winner of Greenville’s customer contest was this diva called “Raelynn” (center in
right picture below), decorated by the staff of Timothy Anderson, OD of Professional Vision Center in Hendersonville, NC; with
second place being awarded to this handsome fellow with a moustache (right in right picture below), decorated by the staff of Briana
Shelton, OD of Marion, NC; and honorable mention was granted to this Robertson Optical fan decorated by the staff of Keith
Anderson, OD of Greenville, SC (left in right picture below). n










